Crash Discussion Sheet

Please rank the characters according to the following categories. Rank them 1 to 12; 1 is the top; 12 is the bottom.

Crash Discussion Sheet

Please rank the characters according to the following categories.

Which of these characters is most **sympathetic** (i.e., gets your sympathy the most). Rank them.

__ Cameron Thayer (movie producer)  
___ Tommy  
___ Graham Waters  
___ Daniel (locksmith)  
___ Christine Thayer (Cameron’s wife)  
___ Sgt. Ryan  
___ Shaniqua  
___ Anthony  
___ The “Chinaman”  
___ Peter Waters (younger brother)  
___ Jean (DA’s wife)  
___ Farhad (convenience store owner)  

Which character would you want to have over to dinner as a **guest at your home**? Rank them.

__ Cameron Thayer (movie producer)  
___ Tommy  
___ Graham Waters  
___ Daniel (locksmith)  
___ Christine Thayer (Cameron’s wife)  
___ Sgt. Ryan  
___ Shaniqua  
___ Anthony  
___ The Chinaman  
___ Peter Waters (younger brother)  
___ Jean (DA’s wife)  
___ Farhad (convenience store owner)  

Which of these characters does the most to benefit the greater good of his community, i.e., embodies a **utilitarian ethics**. Rank them.

__ Cameron Thayer (movie producer)  
___ Tommy  
___ Graham Waters  
___ Daniel (locksmith)  
___ Christine Thayer (Cameron’s wife)  
___ Sgt. Ryan  
___ Shaniqua  
___ Anthony  
___ The “Chinaman”  
___ Peter Waters (younger brother)  
___ Jean (DA’s wife)  
___ Farhad (convenience store owner)  

Which of these characters actions are most ethically sound from a **deontological** perspective. Rank them.

__ Cameron Thayer (movie producer)  
___ Tommy  
___ Graham Waters  
___ Daniel (locksmith)  
___ Christine Thayer (Cameron’s wife)  
___ Sgt. Ryan  
___ Shaniqua  
___ Anthony  
___ The “Chinaman”  
___ Peter Waters (younger brother)  
___ Jean (DA’s wife)  
___ Farhad (convenience store owner)